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Abstract

One of the basic and constructive features of human is creativity. That has an effective role in development of individual and human civilization and childhood is the beginning of the formation of creativity thinking process. Creativity as a process can be associated with finding new ways to solve problems and perform well. It is an iterative process that involves thinking and practice and receives feedback. Experiments and suggests new ways to do things, rather than rely on habit or behavior and automating repetitive.

Creativity can be classified into different levels. Tyler has done this category there are 5 different levels of quality and creativity:

1- Demonstrate creativity
2- Creative production
3- Creativity and invention
4- Innovative creativity
5- Intuitive creativity

The importance of early childhood education, creativity training

A component of development in each country, an efficient manpower and the best way to foster human resources, investment in children's education. Childhood education, creativity, and the base is made from 4 to 7 years. The developed countries are called healthy children and creatively as national wealth. The famous psychiatrist Eric Berne believed our birth, we begin our story with the main points of the story about four years to be determined, And his important story with all details will be completed in about seven years. Adults over time and examine the main themes of the story, or the promise of Bern "Run the Show"

Success factors of creativity Training in children

1- Information role in creativity
2- Motivation and Creativity
3- Creativity and level of Susceptibility
4- Imagination and creativity
5- Family and creativity
6- Teacher and creativity
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Contribution of Study

In this paper, a fuzzy AHP method, factors affecting children's creativity have been reviewed and prioritized and Outcome indicates that one of the key roles in the promotion of children's creativity.